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ARTICLE 1: PAYMENT ON TERMINATION OF LABOUR
CONTRACT HOW EMPLOYERS CAN WITHHOLD PERSONAL
INCOME TAX?
Attorney Mr. Nguyen Huu Phuoc – Phuoc & Partners Law Firm
In a labour relationship, it is not always terminated in an
amicable way as initially expected when expiring the contract
term under agreement of both parties or when the employee
has reached the retirement age according to labour law
provisions. There are many cases where a labour contract is
terminated prematurely under an agreement between the two
parties and recognised by the labour law under Article 36.3 of
the current Labour Code. The agreement to terminate the
labour contract prior to expiry of its term usually originates from one of several main reasons as follows:
(i)

The employer no longer needs to employ the employee in the original working position and
cannot transfer him / her to another job in the enterprise with a lower salary or even if there is
another job with equal salary, the employee does not agree to change his / her job position as it
can be considered that the new job is not suitable for his / her knowledge and experience;
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(ii)

Older employees are no longer suitable for the current job positions that require dynamism in a
modern working environment, but the enterprise cannot cite the reason for human resource
restructuring to terminate the labour contracts with them in accordance with the labour law;

(iii)

The working capacity of the employee is poor but due to his / her job position is more qualitative
(secretary, receptionist, assistant, etc.) than quantitative (for example: the sales department is
based on sales criterion, so it is easy to identify), so it will be difficult to use Job Descriptions and
Key Performance Indicator (KPI) – the indicator of measurement and evaluation of work
performance as a legal basis for unilateral termination of the labour contract due to regular failure
of the employee to perform the work in accordance with the terms of the labour contract;

(iv)

The employee commits serious violations of behavioural or moral rules, such as sexual
harassment with colleagues in the enterprise. The violation cannot be to the extent that he / she
must be disciplined in the form of dismissal in accordance with Vietnamese labour law, but it
must result in there being no longer a possibility for him / her to continue working under the
internal regulations of the enterprise; or

(v)

the employee usually fails to abide strictly, criticises the orders of senior colleagues, or has a
discordant relationship with colleagues that both sides cannot resolve.

In order to arrive to an agreement to terminate the labour contract prior to expiry of its term and also
because the employee will not receive severance allowance when he / she retires as in most cases job loss
insurance is monthly paid in full, the employer usually has to pay him / her a certain amount of money
for the following main purposes: to compensate the employee for the non-payment of severance
allowance; - to compensate him / her for the early termination of the labour contract; - to support the
employee reasonable expenses to cover living costs during the duration of search for a new suitable job;
- and to share with the employee the income decrease if a new job does not have the income and benefits
equivalent to the current level of that of the old job. However, a difficult problem not only for the
enterprise but also for the employee is how much
compensation will be considered a reasonable amount for
both parties. On the enterprise’s side, this amount should
not only be appropriate for the enterprise cost budget for
this issue, but also must not be significantly different
between this case and other similar cases that happened
before to avoid comparisons negatively impacting the
equal working environment in the enterprise. On the
employee’s side, the amount of such payment will depend
on his / her role and position in the enterprise, the
possibility of the employee to quickly find a new job suitable for his / her knowledge, and his / her
experience with a reasonable salary.
According to the current reality of labour market, the financial support level will normally range from
one to two months of contractual salary for each working year but in no case will be less than two months
of contractual salary. A particular level of one month, one and a half months, or two months of contractual
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salary will depend on the bargaining power of each party and often the parties will use some criterions
such as: whether the labour contract of the employee is a definite or indefinite term labour contract (an
indefinite term contract will be compensated more as there is no time limit by law to terminate the labour
contract), whether the employee is nearing retirement age (if he / she is nearing retirement age, the
payment will be lower as at the time of retirement, the employer is entitled to terminate the labour
relationship), and the position and role of the employee in the enterprise (the higher and more valuable
role and position, the higher amount of the
compensation). There are also some cases where
if termination of the labour contract occurs in the
middle of a financial year of the enterprise, the
employee sometimes requests the employer to pay
bonuses based on his / her working performance.
This could include employers being obligated for
the entire calendar year to provide benefits that
would otherwise have been enjoyed by the employee if he / she continued working at the enterprise, such
as membership cards for health and fitness clubs, school fees for his / her children, transportation means,
health insurance, social insurance, etc.
After closing the amount of money that the employee will receive when agreeing to terminate the labour
contract prior to expiry of its term, another equally contentious issue is that the employer must identify
the amount of personal income tax to be withheld according to the progressive tax rates (the greater the
income, the higher the tax payment, from the rates of 5% - 35%) or the flat tax rate of 10% on that
payment. If the income from salary of the employee as agreed in the labour contract is net income after
withholding the personal income tax and compulsory insurances, the employee will not care about the
amount of personal income tax to be withheld as the employer will bear this tax. However, if this income
is before tax and compulsory insurances, the employee of course bears the personal income tax from this
additional income, and the employer is obligated to withhold the tax before paying this income and must
provide tax withholding receipt for the employee to make year-end tax finalisation with the tax office in
the locality where the employee resides (because the employee has two income sources or more from
wages and salaries). The difficult question here is whether the employer will withhold the personal
income tax at the flat rate of 10%, or with progressive tax rates
from 5% to 35% depending on each income level. In most
cases, the 10% flat tax rate will usually be lower than the
progressive tax rates as the employee whom the employer
wants to terminate the labour contract with are usually at the
manager position who earns a relatively high income in
comparison to the general income level.
However, there are opinions that the tax withholding as mentioned here is only temporary as at the
beginning of the following calendar year, the employee must also aggregate his / her incomes through
wages and salaries from different sources and have his / her tax finalisation at the local tax authority
where he / she regularly resides. The payment related to termination of the labour contract is also subject
to the progressive tax rates for its nature of wages and salaries. In fact, there are many cases for
employees, especially those registering their permanent residences in provinces far from where they
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work, where they do not often want to have their tax finalisation at the local tax authorities where their
permanent residences are registered. Untill now, there is no way to find out whether these employees are
having different incomes through wages and salaries paid by many sources so as to force them to carry
out their tax finalisation to the local tax authorities, as well as be subject to administrative fines for
violation of tax laws. Therefore, many employees tend to ask their employers to withhold 10% flat tax
rate of the additional payment instead of the progressive tax rates.
However, from the enterprise's perspective, as an authorised withholding organisation under tax laws, it
is responsible for withholding and paying personal income tax to the State on behalf of its employees.
But if the tax amount it pays is incorrect or lower than the payable amount as required by tax laws, the
enterprise has to pay first and will find it very difficult to claim the difference from its employees if they
have left elsewhere and cannot be contacted; Employers can try contacting the employees, but this may
elicit a response that they have no money to pay back or deny doing so. The money is also far from being
easily recoverable if the employees deny paying it back, as a lengthy lawsuit at the competent court and
following enforcement procedures to execute the court judgment that the enterprise could face, while the
enterprise is being chased after by the local tax authorities for payment of the difference between the
withheld tax amount and the tax amount as determined by the local tax authorities plus late payment
interest, and even an administrative fine for violation of tax laws. Therefore, to diminish the tax risk for
the enterprise, the enterprise often determines the withheld tax amount to be at the progressive tax rates;
and If any employee challenges this, the employer could promise that later on in case the tax finalisation
inspectors apply the flat tax rate of 10%, the enterprise will return any over-paid tax amount to the
employee after receiving it from the State Treasury.
Therefore, the issues of personal income tax deduction rate applicable give many human resource officers
in enterprises regularly headache, especially those who do not have much experience in this regard. If
the enterprise wants the employee to quit his / her job as soon as possible to lessen the burden of paying
salary and only applies the 10% flat tax rate at the employee's request, in case of tax finalisation inspection
as the tax authority requires it to apply the progressive tax rates, the enterprise would find no easy way
to recover the difference from its ex-employee. Because the current regulations on personal income tax
are not clear and specific for this case, the enterprise have sought written instructions from local tax
authorities to answer to other businesses for the same
case to apply for the case of their business. In serveral
circumstance, the employee may deny signing a
termination agreement of the labour contract if the
employer applies the progressive tax rates to the
amount of compensation they receive.
No regulation so far provides detailed instruction on
this matter, creating many misunderstandings on
ways in which tax withholding should apply. To clarify this matter, some give their arguments after
researching current regulations and observing their own experience in working with local tax authorities
later on.
The most important thing to be considered is the compensation package paid before or after termination
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of labour contract. The effective point of time of the agreement on termination of the labour contract is
the solid ground for determining as to whether this compensation package should be regarded as salary
or wage and a part of the employment relationship. Accordingly, there are two scenarios as below:
Firstly, if this compensation package is paid after termination of labour contract, the 10% flat tax
rate is acceptable as the payment has occurred when the employment relationship no longer exists,
meaning the labour contract has also ceased to exist. At that time, this compensation package is
considered to be no longer salary or wage under the labour contract. In accordance to Article 25.1.i
of Circular 111 dated 15 September 2018 of the Ministry of Finance, guiding the implementation
of the Law on Personal Income Tax ("Circular 111"), the enterprise will apply the 10% flat tax
rate.
Secondly, on the other hand, if this compensation package is paid before termination of the labour
contract (usually as the agreement on termination of the labour contract comes into effect), it occurs
when the contracting parties still maintain their employment relationship. Although the nature of
this compensation package is only financial support after the employee stops working for the
enterprise, it is unreasonable to classify it as so when the employee does not really stop working.
Therefore, this compensation package is still considered to be salary or wage and subject to tax
withholding in accordance with the progressive tax rates. Accordingly, the enterprise will
aggregate it with other items of salaries and wages to carry out withholding tax following the
progressive tax rates before paying them to the employee. In addition, to consolidate this argument,
as mentioned above, in such cases the employee often pays monthly contributions to
unemployment insurance fund so the severance allowance will not be paid or is paid too little.
Therefore, this compensation package turns out to be a kind of severance allowance which is higher
than the amount as required by the current Labour Laws and Social Insurance Laws. Sub-point
b.11 Point b, Article 2.2.b of Circular 111 prescribes a list of incomes from salaries and wages; any
amount higher than the standard salary and wage must also be regarded as salary and wage. In
combination with Article 25.1.b of this Circular, is can conclude that this compensation package is
considered to be income from salaries and wages, so the progressive tax rates should apply.
In addition, there are some possible cases in which the contracting parties have agreed on their
termination agreement and that the payment for this compensation package would be carried out as the
labour contact was still in effect. However, for certain reasons the payment is only completed after the
labour contract being terminated. In another situation, how should the withholding tax be applied when
they agree that the compensation package would be paid after signing the termination agreement, but the
employer has transferred such amount to the employee before terminating the labour contract? Should
the method of tax to be withheld be based on the date of money transfer or should it be the date as stated
in the termination agreement? Therefore, this requires detailed guidance from the highest-level tax
authority, providing a joint understanding on such a matter as compensation package is a common
payment to the employee when terminating the labour contract. This needs to be clarified soon in order
for employers and employees to know what to do.
However, it should be noted that the personal income tax as mentioned above is only an amount of tax
withheld by the enterprise for the employee and this is a temporary tax amount that the employee must
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pay to the local tax authority. The actual amount of tax payable will be calculated at the time of tax
finalisation at the end of the calendar year for each individual at the local tax office. According to current
regulations (Article 7.2 of Circular 111) and in consultation with the Ho Chi Minh City Tax Department’s
officials on a no name basis, the personal income tax which is finalised as income from salary and wage
of each calendar year will be calculated pursuant to the progressive tax rates based on withholding
receipts and tax declaration of the taxable entity. Therefore, even if the income is withheld at the 10%
flat tax rate but due to its nature of income from wage and salary, when carrying out tax finalisation, this
income will be subject to the progressive tax rates. When finalising tax with the progressive tax rates,
either the additional payable tax or tax refund may occur, depending on each specific case. Thus, in all
cases, the income from salary and wage is aggregated for a whole year of working even if the employee
works in many different places and is calculated by the same method to avoid tax losses.

ARTICLE 2: SUMMARY OF REMARKABLE AMENDMENTS AND
SUPPLEMENTS OF THE LABOUR CODE 2019
Attorney Duong Tieng Thu and Nguyen Huu Phuoc1
As of 20 November 2019, the Labour Code 2019 was officially passed by the National Assembly and
will take effect on 01 January 2021. In comparison to the Labour Code 2012, the Labour Code 2019 has
some new noteworthy points, as follows:
Expansion of scope of regulation and subjects of application
Previously,
the
Labour Code 2012
only
regulated
issues related to
employees
and
employers in a
labour relationship.
The Labour Code
2019 now has
further provisions
where in the case there is no labour relationship, if certain criteria are met, such relations are still governed
by the labour laws. This helps answer the question that the Labour Code 2012 did not. Specifically, there
are some cases between employers and employees where they only sign an individual service contract so
it could not be determined which law shall regulate these cases. This new regulation solves such labour
issues as well as serving to protect the legal rights and interests for these subjects. However, this
regulation only shapes minds and there not yet no regulation to guide how to put it into practice.

Phuoc & Partners
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Employees’ collective
The Labour Code 2012 stipulates that the representative organisation of the employees’ collective is the
executive committee of grassroots trade union, or the executive committee of the immediate upper level
trade union in the case of a workplace where a trade union has not been established.
Meanwhile, in addition to the executive committee of the grassroots trade union, the Labour Code 2019
has recognised “the employees’ organisation at the enterprise” as the representative organisation of the
employees at the grassroots level. Accordingly, the immediate upper level trade union will no longer be
the representative organisation for the employees' collective as of 01 January 2021. The establishment of
this new legislation is in line with the basic international labour standard, meeting Vietnam’s
implementation of international commitments under the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and Vietnam-EU Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA).
In the near future, the Vietnamese Government will stipulate application files, orders, and procedures;
competence and procedures for grant of registration and withdrawal of registration; State management
of financial and asset issues of the employees’ organisation at the enterprise; division, separation,
consolidation, merger, dissolution, and association rights of the employees’ organisation at the enterprise.
However, this new regulation poses a problem for the enterprises having established the grassroots trade
union and which have operated so far, whether employees in these enterprises can choose to establish the
employees’ organisation at the enterprise; or it is likely that the representative organisation of the
employees’ collective is not only one but two. If the answer is yes, then in the case there is a conflict of
interest between the two organisations representing the employees in those enterprises, or conflicts of
legal view in protecting the rights and interests of the employees in the enterprises, how will such
problems be solved? This is a difficult question for lawmakers and needs more specific legal guidance
for employees and employers to have appropriate behaviours.
Apprenticeship and on-the-job training
The Labour Code 2012 has no regulations on the duration of apprenticeship or on-the-job training at
enterprises before entering into labour contracts (“LC”). This also creates certain disadvantages for the
employees when the employers intentionally extend the apprenticeship of the on-the-job training period.
In this case, because the employees only signed the apprenticeship agreement or the on-the-job training
agreement but had not signed labour contracts, the employees are not allowed to participate in
compulsory social insurance, health insurance, and unemployment insurance. Therefore, the employees
will not enjoy benefits from participating in the compulsory insurance as prescribed by law.
Understanding this disadvantage, the employees receive and reduce the employers abusing the signing
of apprenticeship agreement or on-the-job training agreement instead of the labour contracts to avoid
participating in the compulsory insurances as mentioned above; the Labour Code 2019 clearly states that
apprenticeship to work for employers involves employers recruiting the employees to guide work
practices and apprenticeships according to the employees’ position at the workplace. The on-the-job
training period will not exceed 03 months.
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Labour contracts
The Labour Code 2012 prescribed: “The labour contract is an agreement between the employees and
employers on paid, working conditions, right and obligations of each party in the labour relations”. In
the Labour Code 2019, the basic contents remain the same with the addition of a new case: if the
substance of the contract’s content which the parties have signed are the same as the labour contract, it
is still considered as the labour contract and subjected to the Labour Code, although the name of the
contract could be different.
The above regulation affirms that whether a contract is a labour contract or not, it depends on the
substance of content and not on its name. Thereby, it has solved the situation for employers who took
advantage of the Labour Code 2012 by not having these issues regulated. Previously, they would sign a
contract with employees that avoided the binding provisions of the Labour Code by changing the name
of the contract, such as a Service Contract, etc. Thus, adding this provision to the Labour Code 2019
ensures the rights of the employees are upheld, considering the role of the employees are considered a
weak party in labour relations.
Additionally, the Labour Code 2019 does not allow the
employers to force employees to perform the labour contracts
in order to fulfil their debt payment to the employers. This is
perfectly reasonable, as the debt obligation and labour
relations are two completely separate relationships, with
different rights and obligations with different governing
laws. Besides, one of the principles of the labour law is that
employees are free to choose jobs so labour contracts must
be established not by coercion, but through voluntary spirit where both parties are in agreement.
Specifically, it will see the substance of why lawmakers make such provisions in the labour relationship;
the employees are always more or less dependent on the employer, especially for paying salaries and
wages that affects the liabilities directly. Thus, it is likely that the employer takes advantage of this to
make it difficult to repay the employee's debt, without guaranteeing the rights of the employee in both
the borrowing relations and labour relation.
Forms of labour contracts
The Labour Code 2012 regulates two forms of labour contracts, including: (i) the written labour contracts;
and (ii) verbal labour contracts with respect to temporary work for a duration of less than 3 months. To
keep pace with social development where electronic means are now used for both transmission and
storage of information with equal importance and effectiveness to that of ordinary documents, the Labour
Code 2019 has added a new electronic form of labour contract in addition to written and verbal forms.
This aids in creating favourable conditions for the parties to quickly find agreement, determining the
labour relationship while minimising any problems of geographical distance. Electronic means are
implemented in the form of data messages in accordance with the Law on Electronic Transactions, which
are valid as written labour contracts. Verbal labour contracts are only applicable to any labour contract
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with a term of less than 01 month.
The addition of this form also legalises it to comply with the regulations of Civil Code 2015, as the Civil
Code 2015 allows transactions through electronic facilities in the form of data messages which are
considered equal to written transactions forms.
While the Labour Code 2012 stipulates that labour contracts of 3 months or more must be concluded in
writing, the Labour Code 2019 further stipulates that labour contracts with the following conditions must
be in writing: for seasonal works or specific tasks which have terms of less than 12 months, for labour
contracts between employers and employees under 15 years of age, and for labour contracts with
domestic workers.
Types of labour contracts
The Labour Code 2012 stipulates 03 types of labour
contracts, including: (i) indefinite term labour
contracts; (ii) definite term labour contracts; and (iii)
seasonal or work-specific labour contracts that have a
duration of less than 12 months. The Labour Code
2012 also stipulates that the two parties must not enter
into seasonal or work-specific labour contracts of
under 12 months for regular jobs which have duration
of 12 months or more, except in the case of temporary replacement of employees who have taken leave
for military duty, pregnancy and maternity, sickness, labour accident, or other temporary leaves. For
definite term labour contracts, the Labour Code 2012 specifies that when they expire and the employees
continue working, the two parties shall sign new labour contracts within thirty (30) days from the date of
their expiration. If no new labour contracts are entered into, the definite term labour contracts having
periods of between 12 and 36 months entered into will become indefinite term labour contracts and the
seasonal or work-specific labour contracts of less than 12 months will become definite term labour
contracts with a duration of 24 months. Regulations on restricting the signing of seasonal labour contracts
make some difficulties for enterprises as the labour laws do not provide any guidance and definition of
jobs that are considered as regular works which have a duration of more than twelve (12) months for
enterprises to properly comply with and minimise legal risks. In addition, the Labour Code 2012 does
not stipulate how the rights, obligations and interests of the parties will be resolved during the period of
not signing new labour contracts, hence leaving enterprises still confused when applying.
The Labour Code 2019 has removed the provision of seasonal contracts and labour contracts for jobs
with durations of less than 12 months. Instead, the types of labour contracts have been shortened to only
two types: (i) indefinite term labour contracts; and (ii) definite term labour contracts with a duration not
exceeding 36 months. This provision has resolved the aforementioned difficulties and satisfies the needs
of short-term and flexible personnel of the enterprises without resorting to the plan of using labour
outsourcing services from labour outsourcing providers. The Labour Code 2019 has specified that within
30 days from the expiration date of the labour contracts, the two parties must sign new labour contracts.
In the period of not having entered into the new labour contracts, the rights, obligations, and interests of
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the two parties are performed under the signed labour contracts while it is unclear on how to fulfil the
rights, obligations, and interests of the two parties in the period from the expiry date of the current labour
contracts to the commencement date of the new labour contract signed by the two parties under the
Labour Code 2012. Another important new point in the Labour Code 2019 that the Labour Code 2012
had not clarified is to indirectly recognise the term of the labour contracts for foreign employees as being
based on their work permits rather than being an indefinite term after 02 definite term labour contracts
were entered into and the employers being allowed to enter into the definite-term labour contracts with
the foreign employees more than 02 times.
Annexes to labour contracts
The Labour Code 2012 stipulates that annexes to the labour contracts detail some provisions to
amend/supplement the labour contracts and are an integral part of labour contracts being considered valid.
In case the annexes to the labour contracts detail some provisions that lead to different understandings of
the labour contracts, the contents of the labour contracts will prevail. In case the annexes amend or
supplement the labour contracts, they must specify the amended or supplemented provisions and the
effective time. Particularly, for the amendment of the labour contracts’ term by the annexes to the labour
contracts, Decree No. 05/2015/ND-CP has stricter regulations. Accordingly, the term of the labour
contracts is only amended once by an annex to the labour contract and must not change the type of the
signed labour contracts, except for the extension of the term of labour contracts with elderly employees
and employees who are part-time trade union cadres in accordance with the laws.
The Labour Code 2019 has maintained the aforementioned provisions of the Labour Code 2012, but
revised the entire regulation on amending the term of labour contracts as stipulated in Decree No.
05/2015/ND-CP. The Labour Code 2019 no longer allows the parties to use the annexes to the labour
contracts to modify the terms of labour contracts. This change may cause many difficulties for enterprises
when they must comply with only signing a definite term labour contract of a maximum two times with
the employees without using annexes to the labour contracts to amend the term of the labour contracts.
Probation
Since the Labour Code 2012 took effect, one of the contentious issues is whether the probationary
agreement can be specified in the labour contract or not. If so, another question will be raised is that when
a labour dispute arises out of and occurs during the probationary period; which regulation will be applied
to settle the dispute? Will the labour disputes arising out of and occurring during the probationary period
be settled in accordance with the regulation of the probation or the labour contracts? From the point of
view of protecting the employees, the disputes will be resolved in accordance with the regulations relating
to the labour contracts of the Labour Code 2012 as this view considers that the two parties have signed
the labour contracts, paid compulsory insurances, and deducted personal income tax with the partially
progressive tariff. In contrast, the point of view of protecting employers is that these disputes need to be
resolved under probationary regulations of the Labour Code 2012.
The Labour Code 2019 has almost entirely resolved the controversy mentioned above. Accordingly, the
two parties may agree on the probationary content to be written into the labour contracts or in separate
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probationary contracts. In the event that the probationary job is satisfactory, the employers continue to
fulfil the signed labour contracts in case the probationary agreement is stated in the labour contracts or
must conclude the labour contracts in case the two parties conclude the probationary contracts. In addition
to the probationary period as specified in the Labour Code 2012, the Labour Code 2019 also adds an
additional period that is no more than 180 days for the job of enterprise managers in accordance with the
Law on Enterprises and the Law on Management and Use of State Capital Invested in Business and
Production at Enterprises. In case the probationary job is not satisfactory, the signed labour contracts or
the probationary contracts are terminated. During the probationary period, each party has the right to
cancel the probationary contract or labour contract entered into without notice and compensation.
Currently, the enterprises often incorporate probationary content into labour contracts to minimise the
need for separate probationary contracts. However, when the probationary job does not meet the
requirements, there is not enough legal basis to terminate the labour relationship as the parties are bound
by the signed labour contracts. The new regulations on probationary issues of the Labour Code 2019
show that the lawmakers have grasped the practical situation and have codified some issues to create a
clear legal corridor for the parties to have suitable actions when involved in creating labour relationship.
Work permits
The Labour Code 2012 stipulates that the
maximum validity period of work
permits is 02 years and can be reissued
with the term of 02 years. Currently, the
Labour law only stipulates the
“reissuance” of work permits when their
validity period has from 05 to 45 days
left. The Labour Code 2019 now allows
work permits to be extended by a
maximum of 02 years but limited to one
time only.
This poses several questions; does the extension of work permit’s validity period as stipulated by the
Labour Code 2019 creates optimisation in terms of time and procedure as compared to the current
regulations? Which cases are the extension and which cases are the reissuance? Such questions can only
be answered when the Vietnamese Government provides further regulation regarding this matter.
Termination of labour contracts
In addition to 10 cases in which the labour contracts would be automatically terminated under the Labour
Code 2012, the Labour Code 2019 has 03 more cases:
(i)

Foreign employees working in Vietnam who are expelled under the decision or ruling of the
Courts or the competent State Authorities;
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(ii)

Foreign employee working in Vietnam whose work permits expire; and

(iii)

Probation as stated in the labour contracts does not meet the requirements or is terminated by
either party.

It is important to note that the employee serving a suspended sentence are not reason for termination of
labour contracts.
Invalid Labour Contract
The Labour Code 2019 continues to maintain the cases
of invalid labour contract. However, in cases of
violating the principle of voluntary commitment, good
faith, equality, co-operation, and honesty, the labour
contract shall be completely invalid.
Since 01 January 2021, “The contents of the
employment contract restrict or prevent the employee
to exercise his/her right to establish, join trade unions
and participate in trade union activities” has not been
considered as a ground for declaring the labour contract as invalid or not. Also, deregulation of the content
of the labour contract which stipulated the right of employees lower than the regulations on Labour,
internal labour regulations, and collective bargaining agreement being applied, or the content of the
labour contract restricting other rights of the employees in part or completely shall be corresponding to
the invalidation of the labour contract, partly or entirely.
Regarding authorities declaring employment contracts as invalid, the Labour Code 2019 narrows the
scope of this jurisdiction to only the Court instead of the Labour Inspector and the Court as prescribed in
the Labour Code 2012. The issued regulation aimed to synchronise with the Civil Procedures Code 2015
so only the Court, i.e. the judicial authority has authority on declaring a labour contract invalid, also in
line with customary international law. This regulation also does not affect the operation of the labour
inspectorate as prescribed on current administrative sanctions.
Unilateral termination of labour contracts by the employees
The reality in enforcement of labour law shows that employees can quit their jobs for any reason, and it
is impossible to request them to compensate the employers for unilaterally terminating the labour
contracts. As a result, the regulations of Labour Code 2012 that the employees are only allowed to
terminate the labour contracts for one of the reasons as set forth by the laws are no longer practical.
Therefore, the Labour Code 2019 does not require employees to provide reasons for terminating the
labour contracts, however they must still follow the conditions regarding prior notice similar to the
Labour Code 2012. This regulation aims to assure the employee right to select a better occupation.
Furthermore, in accordance to the Labour Code 2019, the employees are allowed to unilaterally terminate
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the labour contracts without prior notice when in any of the following circumstances:
(i)

The employees are not assigned to the proper working position or location, or are under working
conditions which are not corresponding to the agreement, except for transferring the employees
to other jobs than the labour contracts;

(ii)

The employees are not paid salary in full or on time, except for other force majeure circumstances
where the employers have sought all remedies but cannot pay the salary on time;

(iii)

The employees are abused, beaten or verbally abused by the employers, or the employers have
acts that affect health, dignity, and honour of the employees; forced labour;

(iv)

The employees are sexually harassed at the workplace;

(v)

The employees are pregnant female employees who must quit their jobs;

(vi)

The employees reach the retirement ages; or

(vii)

The employers provide false information which affects the implementation of labour contracts.

Rights to terminate the labour contracts
In recent years, there have been many cases where the
employees arbitrarily quit their jobs at the enterprises
(including the case of leaving immediately after submitting
resignation letters) and the enterprises have been confused
in applying the provisions of the labour laws to solve this
situation. Some enterprises have issued decisions on
unilateral termination of labour contract, while others
conduct procedures to handle labour discipline under the
form of dismissal. However, the enterprises have not determined whether their decision have been in
accordance with the labour law or not, and whether they would be protected by the State authorities in
resolving disputes in such circumstances.
Compared to the Labour Code 2012, the Labour Code 2019 has added a number of cases where the
employers are entitled to unilaterally terminate the labour contracts, including:
(i)

The employees reach the retirement age;

(ii)

The employees are arbitrarily absent from work without plausible reasons from 05 consecutive
working days or more; and

(iii)

The employees provide false information when entering into the labour contracts, affecting the
recruitment.
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Moreover, the Labour Code 2019 amended the duration of advance notice that the employees must
comply with as given by the following:
(i)

At least 45 days for indefinite term labour contract;

(ii)

At least 30 days for definite term labour contract for the duration of from 12 months to 36 months;

(iii)

At least 03 working days for a definite contract of fewer than 12 months and for cases of the
employees getting sick, experiencing an accident, or requiring treatment for an extended time
period resulting in the employees not fulfilling their work; and

(iv)

For certain specific jobs with particular natures, the duration of advance notice will be prescribed
by the Vietnamese Government.

For employees who arbitrarily quit their jobs without plausible reasons for 05 consecutive working days
or more and employees who do not present at the workplace after the period of temporary suspension of
the labour contracts expiring, they do not need to inform the employees before unilaterally terminating
the labour contracts.
Being entitled to sign several definite-term labour contracts with elderly employees
According to the Labour Code 2012, for elderly
employees, the parties will either extend the term of
the labour contracts or conclude new labour contracts.
However, the Labour Code 2019 allows the
employers to enter into several definite term labour
contracts with the elderly employees.
When employers unilaterally terminate the labour contracts illegally and reinstate the employees
When the employers unilaterally terminate labour contracts illegally and if the affected employees return
to work, the employees have to reimburse the employers for the severance allowance or unemployment
allowance if they received from the employers before. This provision is completely new in the Labour
Code 2019 as the Labour Code 2012 does not address this issue and it is beneficial for the employees.
Labour usage plan
When retrenching a lot of employees due to structural changes, technological changes, business reasons,
mergers, divisions, splitting, consolidation, or transfer of ownership or ownership of assets, the Labour
Code 2012 requires the employers to establish the labour usage plan and only be allowed to retrench the
employees after consulting the representative organisation of the employees’ collective and notifying the
competent labour agencies at least 30 days in advance. The Labour Code 2012 does not require the
employers to disclose the labour usage plan to their employees.
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In this regard, the Labour Code 2019 stipulates that after the employers discuss with the representative
organisation of the employees’ collective on the labour usage plan, employers must publicly notify their
employees of the labour usage plan within 15 days from the date of adoption. This provision may be
detrimental to the employers as the labour usage plan includes information on compensation packages
and financial support funds to settle the labour contracts with the employees. Obviously, the financial
situation and financial allocation of the enterprises each year is different and will depend on other relevant
factors. Therefore, the fund used to pay when terminating the labour contracts for the actual years is
different in cases of changes to human resource structure or technology, or due to economic reasons
occurring consecutively year after year. However, the employees often claim benefits at least equal to or
higher than the practices incurred at the enterprise. At that time, it may be the case that if the employees
know that their compensation package is not equal to the previous years, they may make it difficult for
the enterprises to pay benefits when terminating the labour contracts.
Notice of labour contract termination
Previously, the Labour Code 2012 did not provide the form of the Notice on termination of labour
contracts by employers. In the Labour Code 2019, the Notice on termination of labour contracts must be
made in writing, except in cases where the laws do not require the notice on termination of labour
contracts. The Labour Code 2019 further stipulates that if the employers are not individuals terminating
their operation, the time of termination of the labour contracts is calculated from the time the notice on
termination of operation is issued. In case the employers are not individuals that are notified by the
business registration agency of the provincial People's Committee that there are no legal representatives
or no authorised persons to exercise the rights and perform the obligations of the legal representatives,
the time of termination of the labour contracts shall be counted from the date of such notification.
This new regulation of the Labour Code 2019 has answered many questions from the enterprises in the
past but has not resolved the controversial practice that whether the enterprises, in the case of dissolution,
need to issue the notice 30 days prior for definite term labour contracts or 45 days for indefinite term
contracts on the termination of the labour contracts.
Responsibilities upon the termination of labour contracts
The Labour Code 2019 states that upon termination of the labour contracts, within 14 working days after
termination of the labour contracts, the two parties shall make all payments related to the interests of each
party; instead of 07 working days in accordance with the Labour Code 2012, except for special cases,
this time limit may be extended but must not exceed 30 days.
According to the Labour Code 2019, in addition to the obligations such as completing the procedures to
certify the time of social insurance, unemployment insurance contribution, and returning the original of
other documents kept by the employers as prescribed in Labour Code 2012, the employers also have the
obligations to provide copies of documents related to the employees’ work process if requested by the
employees. The cost of copying and sending documents is paid by the employers.
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Periodical dialogue at the workplace once a year
Instead of organising periodically every 03 months as current regulations, Clause 1, Article 63 of the
Labour Code 2019 has increased the time to organise periodical dialogue at the workplace to once a year.
At the same time, it has added a number of cases where the employers have to organise dialogues such
as in case the employees face the risk of unemployment or being forced to resign due to economic reasons,
when formulating the salary scale, payrolls and labour norms, etc.
While the Labour Code 2012 stipulates “the content that the two parties focus on” could be included in
the dialogue, the Labour Code 2019 expands on this by stipulating “the content that one party or the
parties focus on”, thus, only one party is required to be able to become the content for discussion at the
dialogue.
The Labour Code 2019 also expands the scope of the collective labour agreement. Accordingly, the
collective labour agreement allows many enterprises to engage with it, bringing more opportunities to
the employees to access more favourable agreements.
Salaries
Regarding salary regulations, the Labour Code 2019 has the following new points:
(i)

The employers are allowed to pay foreign employees working in Vietnam in foreign currencies.
This is the content recorded in Decree 05/2015/ND-CP of the Vietnamese Government and is
now officially recorded in the Labour Code 2019.

(ii)

For each time of payment, the employers must
notify the payroll statements to the employees,
clearly stating the salary, overtime pay, nightshift salary, content and number of deductible
amounts (if any);

(iii)

In case the employees are paid salaries
through personal accounts opened at banks,
the employers must pay fees related to account
opening and salary transfer;

(iv)

If the employees are unable to receive salary
directly, the employers shall pay the salary to
the person legally authorised by the
employees; and

(v)

The employers must not restrict or interfere with employees’ rights to self-determination of salary
spending through forms such as purchasing goods and using services of the employers.
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The Government does not directly intervene in enterprises' salaries
Article 93 of the Labour Code 2019 stipulates that enterprises are allowed to take the initiative in
establishment of salary scales, payrolls, and determination of labour norms on the basis of negotiation
and agreement with its employees.
Non-monetary rewards
While the Labour Code 2012 provides “Bonuses”, the Labour Code 2019 provides “Rewards” instead of
“Bonuses”. Thus, in addition to monetary rewards, employees may be rewarded in other forms such as
artefacts, services, products, assets, securities, and member benefits based on the business results of the
enterprises as well as the level of work completion of the employees. However, when rewarding in other
forms, the enterprises should note whether the rewards are subject to personal income tax or not, and
whether such bonuses are considered as deductible expenses of the enterprises, and whether it is required
to issue VAT invoices.
Paying for work suspension
If due to power or water incidents rather than the fault of the employers, or for other objective reasons
such as natural calamity, fire, dangerous epidemic, enemy sabotage, relocation of the operation place
upon request of a competent State agency, or for economic reasons, the Labour Code 2012 stipulates that
the salary for work suspension must be agreed by the two parties but must not be lower than the regional
minimum salary. This leads to the situation where the employers pay salaries for work suspension equal
to or higher than 7% of the regional minimum salary for the employees with vocationally trained and
professional qualifications
By the Labour Code 2019, the salary for work suspension will still be based on the agreements between
the two parties but the salary for the work suspension must not be lower than the regional minimum
salary set for the first 14 days of termination.
Rest time
The Labour Code 2019 amends the regulations related to rest breaks during the working time:


The employees who work consecutively for 06 hours or more shall be given a rest break of 30
minutes, which shall be included in the working hours;



In cases of night-time work, an employee shall be given a rest break of at least 45 minutes
consecutively, which shall not be included in the working hours; and



The employees who work for 06 hours or more in one day, shall be given a rest break of at least
30 minutes consecutively, which shall not be included in the working hours.
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Personal leave with fully paid days off
The Labour Code 2019 supplies the cases of personal leave with fully paid days off for adoptive father
and/ adoptive mother. Accordingly, additional cases of the Labour Code include married children
(including natural children, adopted children), parents, mothers-in-law or fathers-in-law, mother-in-law
deaths (including natural fathers, natural mothers, adoptive fathers, adoptive mothers of spouses), and
deceased children (including natural children, adopted children).
Working overtime
The Labour Code 2019 increases the number of overtime working
hours for employees which does not exceed 40 hours/month instead
of 30 hours/month as stipulated by the Labour Code 2012.
The Labour Code 2019 stipulates cases that the employees are
allowed to work over 300 hours/year, including:
(i)

Manufacturing, export processing of products of textiles, garments, leather, shoes, electricity,
electronics, agricultural, forestry, salt, and aquatic products;

(ii)

Production, supply of electricity, telecommunications, oil refining; water supply and drainage;

(iii)

In the event job handling requires highly educated and qualified employees that the labour market
is in short supply and unable to provide promptly or adequately;

(iv)

In the case urgency is required to accomplish the necessary work in a short time frame; for
example, due to the seasonal qualities of key ingredients and products, or resolving incidents
arising from factors that cannot be predicted including weather disasters, calamities, fire disasters,
lack of ingredients, or technical errors of a production line; and

(v)

Other cases as stipulated by the Government.

In addition, the Labour Code 2019 also requires employers to notify in writing the provincial labour
management authority of People’s Committee in case of working overtime 300 hours/year.
The increase of overtime working hours to 10 hours per month and not changing time limits and business
lines used from 201 to 300 hours a year have not tackled completely the enterprises’ demands of overtime
working hours yet.
Public and New Year holidays
The Labour Code 2019 has increased the National Day holiday from 01 day to 02 days (02 September of
the calendar year and 01 day immediately preceding or after).
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Annual leave
The Labour Code 2019 stipulates that the minimum number of annual leave is 12 days and employees
with less than 12 months of employment shall be entitled to annual leave in proportion to the number of
working months. At the same time, the Labour Code 2019 also clearly stipulates that the annual leave of
the employees shall be increased by 01 additional day for every full 05 years of employment with the
same employers. This provision is clearer than the provisions on the same issue in the Labour Code 2012.
According to the provisions of the Labour Code 2012, there are two different viewpoints between the
labour management authority and the enterprises. From the regulation that “the annual leave of the
employees shall be increased by 01 additional day for every 05 years of employment with the same
employers” prescribed in the Labour Code 2012, the enterprises understand that the employees must
ensure they stay with the same employers for the whole 5 years in order to receive 01 additional day to
the annual leave while the labour management authorities consider that the employees are entitled to have
01 additional day to the annual leave at the first day of the fifth year of working.
Age of retirement
The Labour Code 2012 stipulates that the employees who meet the conditions of period of social
insurance premium payment under the provisions of the Law on Social Insurance are entitled to pension
when the male employees are full 60 years old while the female employees are full 55 years old.
The Labour Code 2019 has adjusted the retirement age as follows: the age of retirement for employees
in normal working conditions is adjusted according to the roadmap until they reach 62 years of age for
the male employees by 2028 and 60 years for the female employees by 2035. From 2021, the retirement
age for ordinary employees is 60 years and 03 months for the male employees and 55 years and 04 months
for the female employees. After that, each year will be increased by 03 months for the male employees
and 04 months for the female employees.
Internal labour regulations
As prescribed in the Labour Code 2012, only the employers
who employ more than 10 employees have to issue the
internal labour regulation in written form. Thus, it could be
understood that the employers who employ 9 employees or
fewer do not need an internal labour regulation. In fact, it
causes difficulty to the employers as without internal labour
regulations, it is impossible to handle disciplinary violations.
For that reason, the Labour Code 2019 stipulates that the
employers in all cases have to issue the internal labour regulation regardless of the number of employees.
However, only the employers who employ more than 10 employees have an internal labour regulation in
written form. Therefore, by the time the Labour Code 2019 takes effect, the verbal internal labour
regulation from the employers who employ less than 10 employees are useful in handling violations of
labour discipline.
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The Labour Code 2019 provides flexibility through the addition of the authority of registry fulfilment at
the district level when it meets specific conditions and is authorised by the labour authority under the
provincial People's Committee.
New compulsory contents of Internal labour regulation
The Labour Code 2012 stipulates that the content of the internal labour regulations must not contradict
the provisions of the labour law and other provisions of relevant laws. The internal labour regulations
include the main contents of: (i) working hours and rest periods; (ii) order at the workplace; (iii) labour
safety and labour hygiene at the work place; (iv) protection of assets, technological and business secrets,
and intellectual property of the employers; and (v) breaches of labour disciplinary regulations by
employees, disciplinary measures against breaches of labour disciplinary regulations and material
responsibilities.
From the new regulations on discrimination and sexual harassment, the Labour Code 2019 stipulates that
employers need to state the following additional contents in the internal labour regulations for uniformity
with the purpose of having grounds for settlement of violations of labour disciplinary regulations:
(i)

Preventing sexual harassment at the workplace; procedures for handling sexual harassment at the
workplace;

(ii)

The cases the employers may temporarily assign the employees to perform works which are not
prescribed in the labour contracts provided; and

(iii)

Persons having competence to handle labour disciplines.

Settlement of violations of labour disciplinary regulations
The Labour Code 2012 prescribed 03 forms of labour
disciplines as follows: (i) reprimand; (ii) deferment of wage
increase for no more than 6 months; demotion; or (iii)
dismissal. Dismissal shall be applied as a form of
disciplinary measures in any of the following circumstances:
(i) where the employees commit an act of theft,
embezzlement, gambling, intentionally causing injury, using
illicit drugs inside the workplace, disclosing technological
or business secrets or infringing the intellectual property
rights of the employers, or committing acts which are
seriously detrimental or posing serious detrimental threat to the assets or interests of the employers; or
(ii) where the employees who are subject to the disciplinary measures of deferment of wage increase
recidivists while the disciplinary measures are not yet repealed; or where the employees were demoted
as a labour discipline and recidivists; or (iii) where the employees have been absent from work for 05
accumulated days in a time frame of 30 days, or 20 accumulated days over 365 days without proper
reason.
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The Labour Code 2019 divided deferment of wage increases for no more than 6 months and demotion
into 02 separate forms. Accordingly, it could be understood that the Labour Code 2019 prescribes 04
forms of labour disciplines, including: (i) reprimand; (ii) deferment of wage increase for no more than 6
months; (iii) demotion; or (iv) dismissal. Apart from the acts that shall be applied to labour disciplines
under the form of dismissal as prescribed by Labour Code 2012, the Labour Code 2019 also supplements
sexual harassment in the workplace as an act that shall receive labour discipline under the form of
dismissal. It is the regulation that many enterprises expected for a long time from the Labour Code 1994
to the Labour Code 2012 as the enterprises could not adequately deal with the employees who have
committed sexual harassment to adversely affect the enterprise’s operation.
In addition, there are some changes regarding writing off of disciplinary records, reduction of the duration
of labour disciplines. Pursuant to the Labour Code 2012, after 03 months for an employee who is
reprimanded or after 06 months for an employee who is subject to the disciplinary measure of prolonging
the wage rise period counting from the date his/her violation is handled, the concerned employee will
have his/her disciplinary record be automatically written off if he or she does not commit recidivism. In
such cases, recidivism means that an employee precisely re-commits the same violation for which he or
she has been disciplined. However, in reality, there is a fact that such a case has occurred once in a blue
moon. Thus, employers will meet with difficulty as the employee commits other violation(s) but he or
she will have his or her disciplinary record be automatically written off cause the violation(s) is not the
same as the initial one. Under the Labour Code 2019, this problem has been solved in a way that the
employee does not need to commit a violation similar to the initial one but only violate any breached act
as mentioned in the Internal Labour Regulations will not be automatically written off the former violation.
Furthermore, according to the Labour Code 2012, employer is prohibited to discipline an employee who
has committed a violation which is not defined in the registered Internal Labour Regulations. Moreover,
this can be broadly explained by State agencies in a way that is more favourable for the employee. More
specifically, regardless of either an act that has been provided as a violation of the Internal Labour
Regulations under the Labour Code (for example, in case an employee commits an act of theft,
embezzlement; he or she shall be dismissed) or an act that has been agreed by the parties in the labour
contract as well as sub-agreements of the parties such as offer letter but such act is not defined as a
violation in the Internal Labour Regulations; the Employer shall not have the right to apply labour
discipline to the employee who has committed such act. However, according to the Labour Code 2019,
this such circumstance has been explained in reverse that only an act is provided as a violation under one
of the above mentioned documents, there are enough reasons for the employer to apply labour discipline
to the employee.
Participation of the representative organisation of the collective of employees at the grassroots level
According to the Labour Code 2012, in principle, the order of the labour discipline violation process must
include the participation of the representative organisation of the employees’ collective at the grassroots
level, also known as the executive committee of grassroots trade union. This provision raises a problem
for those who do not join a grassroots trade union (for example, the foreign employees) and whether or
not the attendance of the representative of the employees’ collective handles discipline labour violations.
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The Labour Code 2019 answers this question by providing that only the employees who join a trade
union have to invite the executive committee of the trade union to participate in the process of handling
labour discipline violations.
“Discrimination” and “Sexual harassment” in the workplace
The Labour Code 2012 only mentioned these two concepts without providing a formal definition.
However, labour discrimination and sexual harassment have been defined in detail in the Labour Code
2019.
Accordingly, “labour discrimination” is an act of discrimination, exclusion, or prioritisation on the basis
of race, colour, national or social origin, nationality, gender, age, maternity status, marital status, religion,
belief, political opinion, disabilities, family responsibilities, or HIV status, or for the reason of carrying
out the act of establishing, joining and operating a trade union or organisation of the employees in entities
affecting the equality of job or career opportunity. Discrimination, exclusion, or prioritisation arising
from specific job requirements and acts of maintaining/protecting jobs for the employees who are easily
injured is not deemed to be discrimination.
“Sexual harassment in the workplace” is made clear to
encompass any person’s conduct towards others at the
workplace which is not desirable or acceptable. Workplace
refers to any place where the employees actually work as
agreed or assigned by the employers.
However, the above regulations are only descriptive without specifying each act that is deemed to be
labour discrimination or sexual harassment in the workplace. The regulations in the form of behavioural
description will cause difficulties in cases where a specific act must be determined - whether labour
discrimination, sexual harassment, or neither. As a result, the competent Government agencies and
employers are facing the difficulties to interpret an act as to whether it is labour discrimination and sexual
harassment in the workplace.
Therefore, when employers stipulate labour discrimination and sexual harassment in the workplace in
the internal labour regulations, the employers should specify each behaviour to make it more convenient
for the settlement of violations of labour disciplinary regulations. In the process of developing these
regulations, the employers may be referred to the Code of Conduct on Sexual Harassment at the
workplace chaired by the Labour Relation Committee under the Ministry of Labour, War Invalids and
Social Affairs and coordinating with the General Labour Confederation of Vietnam and the Vietnam
Chamber of Commerce and Industry in formulating and promulgating.
Acts of violation for disciplinary violations
Previously, according to the Labour Code 2012, only disciplinary violations by employees that are listed
in the registered internal labour regulations of the enterprise can be adequately disciplined according to
the penalty of such action by the employers. Since then, the question raised for violations by the
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employees that are not listed in the registered internal labour regulations or an enterprise under 10
employees without the registration of internal labour regulation is: “if the conduct is listed by the Labour
Code 2012 and its guiding regulations, could it be disciplined?” This question has been answered in the
Labour Code 2019.
Accordingly, by the actions that are listed in the Labour Code 2019, the employers still have the right to
discipline the employees under the framework of handling as prescribed in the Labour Code 2019 if the
content of their internal labour regulations does not stipulate such violated acts or the enterprises do not
have internal labour regulation in written form.
Statute of limitations for settling violations of labour disciplinary regulations
According to the Labour Code 2012, when the statute of limitations for labour discipline has expired, the
employers have the right to extend such statute of limitations but not more than 60 calendar day from the
expired date above. A problem arises in cases where the statute of limitations is still valuable, and the
remaining time is not enough for the employers to fulfil all the procedures to discipline a violation. For
the settlement, the Labour Code 2019 stipulates that if the statute of limitations is not expired or the
remaining time is not enough, the employers have the right to extend this by not more than 60 days to
have enough time for fulfilling the procedures of discipline violations as prescribed.
Compensation for material damage
According to the Labour Code 2012, the employees who damage tools, equipment, or the other assets
have to pay compensation as prescribed by the law. This leads to the situation that the employers have
provisions on compensation different with compensation in the law; in this case the compensation
according to the law shall be applied. However, the compensation according to the law is limited to an
ount depending on the employees’ income each month and in practice can take a long time to fulfil. The
amendment in the Labour Code 2019 solves this matter by applying an additional case relating to the
relevant provision in internal labour regulations of the enterprises. However, the law does not mention
the case where both parties reach an agreement on compensation.
Occupational safety and hygiene labour
According to the Labour Code 2019, the labour law will
no longer directly regulate issues on occupational safety
and labour hygiene, but when problems arise relating to
occupational safety and labour hygiene, the employees
and the employers need to base on legal framework such
as the Law on Occupational Safety and Labour Hygiene
2015, the guiding documents, etc., for settling.
Provisions on female employees
The Labour Code 2019 adds some provisions on female employees as given by the following:
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(i)

Supplementing the regulation that when the labour contracts expire during pregnancy or raising a
child under 12 months of age, female employees are given priority to sign new contracts; and

(ii)

Detailed provisions for unilaterally terminating or suspending a labour contract, whereby a
pregnant female employee must meet two conditions: notify the employer and provide
confirmation of the competent medical facility on continued work that would adversely affect the
status. In case of suspending of labour contracts, the pregnant female employees who cannot
confirm the medical examination and treatment facility's designated discharge date, they may reach
an agreement with employers on the time delay.

Settlement of labour disputes
According to the provisions of the Labour Code 2012, the Labour Arbitration Council is only authorised
to resolve individual labour disputes. However, the Labour Code 2019 has more flexibility in selecting a
settlement mechanism by providing the Labour Mediator, the People's Court, and the Labour Arbitration
Council with the competence to resolve labour disputes for individuals.
In addition, the 2019 Labour Code also removes the authority of the Chairman of the District People's
Committee to resolve collective labour disputes, instead giving this authority to the Labour Arbitration
Council.
Enforcement of legislation
The Labour Code 2019 comes into force from 01 January 2021 and replaces the entire Labour Code 2012.
From the effective date of the Labour Code 2019, labour contracts, collective labour agreements, and the
signed legal agreements whose contents are not contrary to or guarantee the employees have more
favourable rights and conditions than the provisions of the Labour Code 2019 shall be continued, unless
the parties have agreements on amendments and supplements to suit and apply the provisions of the
Labour Code 2019. Due to the above changes, the Labour Code 2019 also amends some corresponding
provisions of the Law on Social Insurance 2014 and the Code of Civil Procedure 2015.
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ARTICLE 3: LAW CHANGES IN 2019 - WHAT
WOULD ENTERPRISES GAIN AND LOSE?
Ngo Thi Ngoc & Do Thuc Doan Nghi2
Enterprises’ stable operation and effective expansion of business and
production are generally influenced by many different factors. In
particular, the law is one of the most influential factors, through the
indirect and direct impacts on business activities of enterprises such as
taxes, fees, insurance, etc. In 2019 and into 2020, many of the costs for
businesses will increase due to the impact of numerous changes in the
law related to regional minimum salaries, base salaries, and social
insurance ("Social Insurance") that will take effect in early 2020.
Aside from this, positive changes cannot be ignored either, especially
considering the greater incentives for small and medium enterprises as
well as import and export tax incentives when Vietnam becomes a
member of international treaties.
Increasing regional minimum salary

Associate Ngo Thi Ngoc

Associate
Do Thuc Doan Nghi

From 01 January 2020, the regional minimum salary in 2020 is officially announced by the National
Salary Council in Decree 90/2019/ND-CP with a plan to increase 5.5%, namely VND150,000 VND240,000/month depending on the region. Specifically, compared to the current salary stipulated in
Decree 157/2018/ND-CP, the regional minimum salary in 2020 will be categorised into 4 levels as
follows: Region 1: VND 4,420,000/month (increasing by VND 240,000/month); Region 2:
VND3,920,000/month (increasing by VND210,000/month); Region 3: VND3,430,000/month
(increasing by VND180,000/month); and Region 4 increased VND3,070,000/month (increasing by
VND150,000/month). Regional minimum salary is important for businesses as it is the basis for
employees and employers to agree on a contractual salary and a union fee. On that basis, Enterprises need
to review the applicable salary level and payroll scale, review the salary level participating in social
insurance and adjust accordingly as guided in Official Dispatch No. 2781/BHXH-QLT of Ho Chi Minh
City Social Insurance Ho Chi Minh on 29 November 2019.
Increasing Base salary
On 12 November 2019, the National Assembly passed
Resolution No. 86/2019 / QH14 on the State Budget Estimate in
2020. One of the contents of the Resolution mentioned that the
base salary will be increased from VND1,490,000/month to
VND1,600,000/month as from 1st July 2020. Although the base
salary is not applicable to employees working in private
enterprises, the increase in base salary will also affect the social
insurance premium that enterprises must pay based on their employees’ salary.
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On this point, based on Article 89 of the Law on Social Insurance 2014, for employees who are required
to participate in social insurance according to the salary policy decided by their employer, they must pay
monthly social insurance on the salary as agreed in the labour contract and allowances. However, if the
salary is 20 times as high as the base salary, the maximum amount of social insurance premium is equal
to 20 times of base salary. Therefore, the maximum salary as the basis for calculation of social insurance
and health insurance premium which used to be 20 x VND1,490,000 = VND29,800,000 now increases
to 20 x VND1,600,000 = VND32,000,000.
Reducing business registration fees
Recently, from 20 September 2019, the Ministry of Finance’s Circular No. 47/2019 / TT-BTC BTC on
amounts, collection, payment, management and use of fees for providing information about enterprises,
and fees for business registration prescribes that some types of fees for business registration will decrease
and such change has been in effect as from 20 September 2019.
First of all, the enterprise registration fee rates according to list of fees specified in the Circular No.
215/2016/TT-BTC, includes: issuance, reissuance, and amendments to the Business registration
certificate with a fee of VND200,000/time; similarly, the above contents apply to representative offices
and the business location of the enterprise with a fee of VND100,000/profile. However, from 20th
September 2019, the fee for business registration, representative offices or business location, is only one
level of VND50,000/time. In addition, the fee for declarations of business registration information will
be reduced from VND300,000/time to VND100,000/time, and the fee of providing the enterprise
information according to registered accounts with at least 125 documents/month is VND4,500,000/time
(a decrease of VND 500,000 compared to the previous regulations).
This provision helps to simplify administrative procedures, reduce costs for businesses in business
registration, create incentives for businesses in their every operation as well as encourage and create
opportunities for startups and household businesses to change their form of business.
Microenterprises are supported by 100% of legal consultancy fees
According to statistics, nowadays small and medium-sized enterprises have a very important role in the
economy, and for that reason, the Government always creates opportunities and incentives for these types
of enterprises to help them have sufficient legal knowledge for their business activities. This has given
them many opportunities to access legal policies without having to pay the cost within a prescribed limit.
One of those policies is the support for legal consultancy fees under Decree 55/2019/ND-CP.
Accordingly, (i) the microenterprises are supported 100% of the cost but not exceeding VND3 million /
year, (ii) the small businesses are supported up to 30% of expenses, but not exceeding VND 05 million
/year; and (iii) the medium-sized enterprises are supported up to 10% of the cost, but not exceeding
VND10 million / year. Therefore, from 16 August 2019, the above businesses will be entitled to
preferential rates for legal consultancy fees. In case of receiving the support, the enterprise shall send a
2
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dossier requesting payment of fees for legal consultancy service that have been supported in accordance
with law to receive payment of legal consultancy fees.
Exemption from licensing fees for the small and medium-sized enterprises
Also related to the policy of developing small and medium-sized enterprises in the near future, the
Ministry of Finance is gathering opinions from ministries and localities for a draft of Decree amending
and supplementing Decree 139/2016/ ND-CP on conversion of business households. According to the
Draft, the Ministry of Finance proposes to exempt license fees from small and medium-sized enterprises,
enterprises transformed from business households within 3 years from the date of the first business
registration certificate, and newly established businesses (including branches, representative offices,
business locations) from 1 January to 31 December of
the year of starting the business.
If this Draft is approved, the businesses will save from
VND300,000/year to VND3,000,000/year and thereby
helping new businesses have more conditions to
accumulate its capital, to reduce production costs when
newly being established with many difficulties. At the
same time, this increases the competitiveness of goods and services, increases accessibility, and promotes
investment opportunities and activities, especially considering that Vietnam is currently a member of
many Free Trade Agreements.
The tax rate of company income tax is likely to be slightly reduced
One of the major sources of revenue for the state budget is the company income tax (“CIT”). Depending
on the type of enterprise, the Government shall specify appropriate levels of CIT. Currently, the tax rate
applicable to small and medium-sized enterprises is 20%3. Recently, the Ministry of Finance has issued
a draft of a Resolution on a number of CIT policies to support and develop small enterprises and
microenterprises, according to the following: the tax rate is applicable to microenterprises with an annual
turnover of less than VND3 billion and the annual average number of its employees who participate in
SI does not exceed 10 people. For any small enterprise whose annual revenue totals no more than 50
billion dongs and the annual average number of its employees who participate in SI does not exceed 100
people, the applicable tax is 17%.
In addition, the Draft of the Resolution also proposes CIT exemption for microenterprises and small
businesses transforming from business households and sole proprietors for 02 consecutive years since
their initial generation of taxable income. After the tax exemption period, in case a new enterprise is
established from a business household or sole proprietor that implements an investment project in a taxincentive business line or field, it will continue to enjoy incentives (preferential tax rate and tax
exemption, tax reduction) in accordance with the law on CIT. Upon the expiry of the tax exemption

3

Article 11 Circular 78/2014/TT-BTC
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period and the period of enjoying tax incentives (if any), the enterprise shall apply the enterprise income
tax rate corresponding to the type of enterprise as prescribed.
For enterprises, if the Draft of the Resolution is approved, it will create favourable conditions for business
households and sole proprietors to transform into business models with preferential CIT rates of 15% /
17% and especially, tax exemption for the first 2 years of operation. As for small and medium-sized
enterprises that are operating, this reduction of tax rates will extend their ability to aquire financial
resources, thereby creating opportunities for them to expand production and business, possibly reestablish the investment plan to be more reasonable, and especially to improve the competitiveness of
products and business services via the reduction of costs, production, and business costs.

Tariff preference from Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
(CPTPP)
One of Vietnam's successes in international integration in recent years has been the signing of free trade
agreements; the most prominent achievement is CPTPP officially coming into effect with Vietnam from
14 January 2019. Participating in the CPTPP has brought new opportunities for Vietnamese importers
and businesses to export goods to countries around the world, including many agricultural, forestry, and
aquatic products as key products of Vietnam.
On 12 November 2018, the National Assembly of Vietnam passed a Resolution on ratifying the CPTPP
Agreement, coming into effect for Vietnam from 14 January 2019. Immediately after the CPTPP
Agreement comes into effect or after 3 to 5 years, most of Vietnam's agricultural products will enjoy 0%
tax rate. At the same time, goods originating from Vietnam exported to the member countries will enjoy
preferential tariffs.
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In addition, the tax reduction will take place on 1st January every year (except Japan, whose fiscal year
starts from 1 April of the year and ends at the end of 31 March of the following year) as Vietnam and 5
of the 6 original ratifying countries (including Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and Singapore)
have jointly chosen to speed up their tariff elimination schedule for Vietnam. Accordingly, Vietnam's tax
rates on imports from these 5 countries in 2019 will be reduced to the tax level of the second round.
Therefore, Vietnam will implement the third round of tax reduction starting from 1 January 2020.
Thus, the rapid changes of the law as mentioned above will have a relatively significant effect on
production and business activities of enterprises. Enterprises, particularly newly established enterprises,
need to quickly and timely grasp these changes in order to make reasonable adjustments to their business
activities. This will aid in with minimising any disadvantages that may arise as well as allowing
enterprises to seize and utilise opportunities resulting from the changes. Following this will provide the
ideal conditions for an enterprise to prosper and grow.
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PART 2: MONTHLY LEGAL DOCUMENTS UPDATE
No.

DOCUMENT TITTLE

ISSUANCE
DATE

EFFECTIVE
DATE

THE GOVERNMENT
1

Decree No. 100/2019/NĐ-CP regulating administrative
penalties on road traffic and rail transport offences

30/12/2019

01/01/2020

2

Decree No. 98/2019/NĐ-CP amending and supplementing a
number of articles on technical infrastructure practice

27/12/2019

15/02/2020

23/12/2019

15/02/2020

19/12/2019

19/12/2019

3

4

Decree No. 97/2019/NĐ-CP amending and supplementing a
number of articles of Decree No. 30/2018/NĐ-CP dated
07/03/2018 by the Government on establishment and
operation of asset valuation council, procedure of asset
valuation in criminal procedure
Decree No. 96/2019/NĐ-CP regulating on the land price
bracket

5

Decree No. 95/2019/NĐ-CP amending and supplementing a
number of articles of Decree No. 24a/2016/NĐ-CP

16/12/2019

10/02/2020

6

Decree No. 94/2019/NĐ-CP regulating a number of articles of
Crop production Law on plant variety and crop cultivation

25/12/2019

15/02/2020

7

Decision No. 36/2019/QĐ-TTg regulating the functions, tasks,
power and organizational structure of General department of
State reserves of the Ministry of finance

19/12/2019

15/02/2020

8

Decision No. 35/2019/QĐ-TTg regulation on inter-sector
coordination of management of scrap import activities

19/12/2019

15/02/2020

10/12/2019

25/01/2020

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE

1

Circular No. 09/2019/TT-BTP regulating solutions to support
and instruct suffering peoples in the procedure for requesting
compensation from the State

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE & RURAL DEVELOPMENT
1

Circular No. 13/2019/TT-BNNPTNT regulating afforestation
upon deforestation for other uses.

25/10/2019

01/01/2020

2

Circular No. 11/2019/TT-BNNPTNT amending a number of
articles of Circular No. 36/2018/TT-BNNPTNT dated
25/12/2018 and 26/2016/TT-BNNPTNT dated 30/06/2016 by
the Minister of Agriculture and rural development on putting
animals and products from aquatic animals in quarantine.

22/10/2019

06/12/2019
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Circular No. 12/2019/ TT-BNNPTNT regulating the forestry
statistic

25/10/2019

01/01/2020

MINISTRY OF FINANCE
1

Circular No.: 87/2019/TT-BTC Guidance On Penalties For
Administrative Violations In State Treasury Sector

19/12/2019

01/02/2020

2

Circular No. 86/2019/TT-BTC guiding how to determine the
starting price in auction of leasing and transferring the right
to use and utilize road-traffic infrastructure in a definite term
invested in and managed by the State

03/12/2019

20/01/2020

1

Circular No. 37/2019/TT-NHNN instructing insurance
enterprises on insurance agency operation of credit institutions
and foreign bank branches.

31/12/2019

02/03/2020

2

Circular 33/2019/TT-NHNN amending a number of articles of
Circular No. 34/2013/TT-NHNN dated 31 December 2013 by
the Governor of State bank on issuing domestic promissory
notes, treasury bills, deposit certificates and bonds by credit
institutions and foreign bank branches

31/12/2019

19/02/2020

3

Circular No. 34/2019/TT-NHNN guiding the foreign
exchange management as to foreign currency capital of
program, microfinance project of political organizations,
socio-political organizations, non-governmental organizations

31/12/2019

14/02/2020

4

Circular No. 36/2019/TT-NHNN regulating Fund
management and usage in implementing national currency
policy

31/12/2019

20/02/2020

5

Circular No. 32/2019/TT-NHNN amending a number of
articles of Circular No. 19/2013/TT-NHNN dated 06/09/2013
by Governor of Vietnam State bank on Vietnamese credit
institutions' purchase, sale and settlement of bad debts from
asset-managing company.

31/12/2019

14/02/2020

6

Circular No. 31/2019/TT-NHNN regulating the accounts
system of accounting applying to macro finance organization

30/12/2019

01/03/2020

7

Circular No. 29/2019/TT-NHNN amending a number of
articles of Circular No. 16/2012/TT-NHNN dated 25/05/2012
by the Governor of Vietnam State bank and guiding several
articles of Decree No. 24/2012/NĐ-CP dated 03/04/2012 by
the Government on management of gold business activities

27/12/2019

12/02/2020

STATE BANK
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8

Circular No. 30/2019/TT-NHNN regulating the reserve
requirement of credit institutions, branches of foreign bank

27/12/2019

01/03/2020

9

Circular No. 28/2019/TT-NHNN amending several articles of
Circular No. 19/2016/TT-NHNN dated 30/06/2016 by
Governor of Vietnam State bank on bank card activities

25/12/2019

01/04/2020

10

Circular No. 27/2019/TT-NHNN amending several articles of
Circular No. 35/2014/TT-NHNN dated 20/11/2014 by
Governor of Vietnam State bank on cash withdrawal fee via
payment account at Vietnam State bank

25/12/2019

01/01/2020

11

Circular No. 26/2019/TT-NHNN amending several articles on
the grant, use and management of bank card issuers code
enclosed with Decision No. 38/2007/QĐ-NHNN dated
30/10/2007 by Governor of Vietnam State bank

23/12/2019

01/03/2020

12

Circular No. 25/2019/TT-NHNN amending, supplementing
several articles of Circular No. 40/2011/TT-NHNN dated
15/12/2011 by Governor of Vietnam State bank on the license
grant and operation of the commercial bank, foreign bank
branches, agency office of foreign credit institution having
banking activity in Vietnam.

02/12/2019

17/01/2020

1

Circular No. 55/2019/TT-BGTVT regulating the list of
certificates and documents for ship, public ship, submarine,
diving ship, floating dock, floating storage, roving scaffolding
in Vietnam

31/12/2019

01/03/2020

2

Circular No. 50/2019/TT-BGTVT on eligibility for Medal
“For the development of Vietnam transportation”

20/12/2019

15/02/2020

3

Circular No. 51/2019/TT-BGTVT prescribing economic
norm-operational technique, usage and maintaining the coastal
communication system for supplying coastal communication
service

18/12/2019

14/02/2020

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
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